Simulation and Assessment of Daily Evapotranspiration in the Heihe River Basin over a Long Time Series Based on TSEB-SM
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Abstract: The high spatial and temporal resolution of recently developed evapotranspiration (ET) products facilitates agricultural water-savings in irrigated areas as well as improved estimates of crop yield, especially in arid and semi-arid regions. However, cloud cover interferes with ET estimates, in particular when using thermal-infrared-based models in temperate and tropical regions. Previous studies have shown that the two-source energy balance (TSEB) model coupled with soil moisture (TSEB-SM) has great potential for estimating surface ET by overcoming this issue. In this study, the TSEB-SM model was first used to generate a spatiotemporally continuous 1 km daily ET dataset across the Heihe River Basin in China from 2000 to 2020, which was then evaluated against four spatially distributed sites (Arou, Huazhaizi, Daman, and Sidaoqiao) and further compared with the two most widely used daily ET datasets (PML-V2 (Penman–Monteith–Leuning) and SEBAL (surface energy balance algorithm for land)). The results showed that the newly developed ET dataset agrees well with ground-based observations and outperforms the PML-V2 and SEBAL products in precisely characterizing the seasonal fluctuations and spatial distribution as well as the spatiotemporal trends of ET. In particular, ET in the Heihe River Basin exhibits clear regional differences. The upstream and midstream grassland and irrigated oasis areas provide much higher annual ET than the downstream desert areas, with a difference of up to 600 mm/year. A three-cornered hat (TCH)-based pixel-by-pixel analysis further demonstrated that the TSEB-SM and PML-V2 products have substantially smaller relative uncertainties as compared to SEBAL ET. In general, the proposed ET datasets are expected to be more beneficial for irrigation scheduling and to provide more efficient water management across the Heihe River Basin.
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1. Introduction

Land surface evapotranspiration (ET) consists mainly of evaporation (E) from soil and vegetation surfaces and transpiration (T) from plant canopies; these are all linked to the water, energy, and carbon cycles [1]. Studies have shown that around 58–65% of precipitation returns to the atmosphere through terrestrial ET, and that transpiration of vegetation accounts for more than 65% of terrestrial ET [2]. When converted to energy, this ET is equivalent to 51–58% of the incident energy due to ambient net radiation [3]. As a result, ET plays an important role in determining regional and global water balances and strongly influences the development of complex regionally coupled hydrology, ecology, and atmospheric systems [1]. The accurate estimation of ET is crucial not only for the study of the global and regional effects of climate change [4,5], but also for studying resource utilization, crop yield prediction, drought monitoring, and weather forecasting [6].

Generally, ET is measured on the ground using field lysimeters, eddy covariance systems and large-aperture scintillometers, providing spatial representatives from hundreds of meters to several kilometers. The instrumental techniques mentioned above may only
be used at the appropriate spatial scales, which are generally small [7]; many are campaign mode, and the observations are hard to extend to larger regions, such as watersheds, due to the typically strong spatial heterogeneity in vegetation transpiration and soil evaporation. Therefore, ground-based observations are insufficient to fulfill the needs of estimating regional- and global-scale ET. With the development of remote sensing technology, surface model simulations based on remote sensing data have proven to be an excellent method for estimating ET at regional to global scales [8–10].

A large number of remote-sensing-modeled ET datasets have been released, over a wide range of spatial and temporal scales. For instance, some of the available global-scale data, with a temporal resolution of 8 days and spatial resolution from 500 to 1000 m, include MOD16 (the Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer, spanning 2000–present), an important terrestrial ET product based on a modified Penman–Monteith approach. The effect of soil moisture in MOD16 is indirectly expressed through relative humidity (RH), vapor pressure deficit (VPD), and leaf area index (LAI), resulting in uncertainty in regional ET estimation. PML-V2 (Penman–Monteith–Leuning) (spanning 2000–2020) couples transpiration of vegetation with GPP (gross primary productivity) according to the stomatal conductance theory, and the parameters in PML-V2 are rate-determined from observations at 95 eddy-related flux stations around the globe and extended by vegetation type. In this way, the PML-V2 model was able to efficiently estimate the effect of increasing atmospheric CO$_2$ concentration on ET [11]. The GLASS (Global Land Surface Satellite) ET dataset was produced by merging five process-based ET algorithms, adopting the concept of algorithmic aggregation with high accuracy [12]. Although the above datasets can meet the spatial precision needs of ET analysis at the watershed scale, the 8-day temporal scale is too coarse to make timely, informed irrigation management decisions for agriculture. Despite the availability of ET products with high temporal resolution—such as the daily ET product GLEAM (Global Land Evaporation Amsterdam Model), for instance, which calculates potential evaporation by the Priestley–Taylor formula based on observations of surface net radiation and near-surface air temperature—these cannot be used for field-scale ET analysis, because the spatial resolution is too coarse at $0.25^\circ \times 0.25^\circ$. Concurrent high-spatial- and –temporal-resolution ET products need to properly depict spatial and temporal ET variation in catchments, and the minimum requirement for this is daily ET datasets with 1 km spatial resolution, as these are then conducive to field-scale water management.

The Heihe River Basin is a pivotal water resource in China for maintaining the existence and socioeconomic development of the so called “oasis” in the Hexi Corridor, an area that has a dry climate, scarce precipitation, and depleted groundwater [13,14]. The major demands on water in the Heihe River Basin are due to plant transpiration and soil evaporation. In recent years, poorly regulated irrigation has led to serious deterioration of the water resources in the Heihe River Basin [14]. Concomitant with this has been a marked reduction in the available water supply for agriculture due to drought. Hence, there is a pressing need for daily ET products at the field and watershed scales to help local governments to develop reasonable irrigation and water conservation measures. A number of simulation experiments on ET have been carried out in the Heihe River Basin. Yang et al. [15] conducted field observations of ET from grasslands in the upstream of the Heihe River, and they evaluated the FAO–Penman–Monteith (FAO-PM), Priestley–Taylor (PT), and Hargreaves–Samani (HS) models based on their observations, noting that the PT model yielded the highest accuracy in estimating daily ET. Song et al. [16] evaluated the adaptability of Penman–Monteith (PM), ASCE–Penman–Monteith (ASCE-PM), and Priestley–Taylor (PT) models for grassland in the upstream of the Heihe River by using observations, and the results showed that the PM model was the most effective for estimating ET in grassland. Due to the higher surface heterogeneity and the climatic conditions in the Heihe River Basin, this model is more demanding. TSEB (two-source energy balance) is a more physical-based model using satellite-based thermal infrared (TIR) to obtain surface ET data, while the TSEB-SM (two-source energy balance–soil moisture) model is an
enhanced version of TSEB that incorporates a surface soil water stress index into its coupled evaporation and transpiration algorithm. Specifically, the TSEB-SM model initially computes the surface soil water stress index to capture both soil dryness and plant transpiration. Subsequently, this index is considered alongside other factors, such as surface temperature and vegetation type, to more accurately estimate the soil evaporation and plant transpiration rates. The TSEB-SM model can effectively handle study areas across a wide range of soil moisture conditions, from fully saturated to extremely arid soils, thereby providing improved accuracy in estimating both soil evaporation and plant transpiration.

The aims of this study were to (1) simulate the daily surface ET in the Heihe River Basin from 2000 to 2020 based on the TSEB-SM model, (2) evaluate the accuracy of the simulation results directly with ground-based observations and indirectly with the TCH (three-cornered hat) method in combination with daily PML-V2 ET and SEBAL (Surface Energy Balance Algorithm for Land) ET data, and (3) characterize the spatial and temporal patterns of surface ET in the Heihe River Basin from 2000 to 2020.

2. Study Area and Data

2.1. Study Area

The Heihe River Basin is the second-largest inland basin in the region of Northwest China (97.12°E–102.08°E, 37.73°N–42.74°N), with hot summers and cold winters. As is characteristic of arid and semi-arid environments, the region has little and irregularly distributed precipitation, primarily in the summer. Due to human interference and the local drought-prone climate, the ecological balance is delicate. The vast regional coverage, differing climate, and terraced terrain, extending from the upstream to the downstream, combine to create the rich and varied natural landscape of the Heihe River Basin. The upstream is dominated by alpine meadows, the midstream is primarily made up of artificial oases and irrigated areas, and the downstream is mostly covered by the Gobi Desert, except for a small stretch of riparian forests along the Heihe River. The Heihe River Basin is heavily dependent on water resources because of predominantly irrigated agriculture, and as cities and industries expand, so does the demand for water resources. The development of the Heihe River is time-honored, and human activities have significantly affected its ecological environment. The abovementioned characteristics make the Heihe River Basin an ideal region for conducting integrated watershed studies. The land cover and the locations of the flux towers selected for the evaluation are shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1](image_url)  
**Figure 1.** Location of the Heihe River Basin and four EC flux towers at Arou, Huazhaizi, Daman, and Sidaqiao. The background shows the land cover of the Heihe River Basin and its surrounding areas.
2.2. Model Input Data

The TSEB-SM model can be driven by land surface temperature (LST), leaf area index (LAI), soil moisture (SM), land cover, and meteorological forcing data.

One of the most important model factors is LST, which will be divided into two categories here: soil temperature and vegetation. The model’s simulation performance is greatly impacted by the precision of LST. However, cloud and fog contamination cause the satellite’s thermal infrared (TIR) LST product to be discontinuous. Zhang et al. \cite{17} introduced a practical reanalysis data and thermal infrared remote sensing data merging (RTM) method for generating all-weather LST data at 1 km spatial resolution by merging reanalysis data and TIR LST output. The above LST data at 1 km spatial resolution across the Heihe River Basin were downloaded from the Central Tibetan Plateau Data Center (https://www.tpdc.ac.cn/en/, accessed on 18 January 2022).

Another important parameter is LAI, which is mainly used to separate the surface fluxes and LST between the soil and canopy. The daily LAI maps over the Heihe River Basin were derived from the 8-day global 500 m GLASS LAI product from 2000 to 2020 \cite{18}. The Heihe River Basin crosses a wide region and often includes three MODIS remote sensing images, namely, h25v04, h25v05, and h26v05. After stitching these three images and clipping them according to the scope of the study area, the treated LAI was then resampled and temporally interpolated to ensure consistency with other data in terms of spatial and temporal resolution.

In order to identify different vegetation types to assign height empirically, the Terra and Aqua combined Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Land Cover Climate Modeling Grid (CMG) (MCD12C1) Version 6 data product at 0.05° × 0.05° spatial resolution was used. Based on the nearest-neighbor resampling method, we downscaled it to 1 km spatial resolution.

The meteorological data input to the model, including air temperature, relative humidity, atmospheric pressure, shortwave radiation, and wind speed, were simulated by the weather research and forecasting (WRF) model \cite{19}. The WRF model makes up for the deficiency of general circulation models (GCMs) at the watershed scale, especially the coarse spatial resolution. Verified by the hourly ground-based observations, the 5 km hourly WRF meteorological forcing data show a great agreement with them. These datasets were downloaded from the Central Tibetan Plateau Data Center (https://www.tpdc.ac.cn/en/, accessed on 25 December 2021).

2.3. Observation Data

Ground-based observations were downloaded from the Central Tibetan Plateau Data Center (https://www.tpdc.ac.cn/en/, accessed on 27 January 2022) and originated from the Integrated Observation Network for Surface Processes in the Heihe River Basin. The comprehensive observation network of surface processes in the Heihe River Basin utilizes a variety of advanced observation equipment, including automatic weather stations, moisture monitors, and eddy covariance systems, and combines the monitoring means of many disciplines, such as meteorology, hydrology, ecology, and geography, so as to achieve all-round observation of surface processes in the basin. The observations include meteorological parameters such as temperature, humidity, wind speed, and precipitation, along with remotely sensed parameters such as vegetation index and surface temperature. The observation network covers the whole basin of the Heihe River, and in this study, the Arou site located in the upstream alpine meadows (100.46°E, 38.05°N), the Daman site in the middle reaches of the irrigation area (100.37°E, 38.86°N), the Huazhaizi desert site (100.32°E, 38.77°N), and the Sidaqiao site (101.14°E, 42.00°N) located in the downstream riparian forest were selected. The observations of the meteorological stations included air temperature, air humidity, barometric pressure, soil moisture, and other parameters. The three soil heat flux panels were mounted two meters due south of the meteorological tower to observe the soil heat fluxes. The sensible and latent heat fluxes were observed by the eddy covariance systems, with a sampling frequency of 10 Hz. Typically, eddy covariance sys-
tems underestimate sensible and latent heat fluxes due to site characteristics [20], which may partially affect the research findings. As such, the energy balance closure had values ranging from 0.80 to 1.05, which were forced using the Bowen ratio approach.

2.4. Remote Sensing Data

To further evaluate the ET accuracy of the TSEB-SM simulations, the daily ET datasets were selected for indirect cross-validation against the TSEB-SM ET data, that is, the PML-V2 ET data and the SEBAL ET data.

The PML_V2 [11] ET dataset has a spatial and temporal resolution of 0.05° and daily, respectively. It comprises vegetation transpiration (Ec), soil evaporation (Es), vaporization of intercepted rainfall (Ei), and evaporation from water and snow (ET_water). In order to improve the simulation accuracy, vegetation transpiration and GPP were coupled based on the Penman–Monteith–Leuning (PML) model and stomatal conductivity theory. This balances GPP and Ec, improving the effect of increasing atmospheric CO₂ concentration on carbon and water processes. The observations of 95 eddy covariance flux sites worldwide were used to derive the PML_V2 parameter, which was then extended to the entire planet based on vegetation types. The final step was to obtain the datasets for terrestrial ET and total primary productivity by using the meteorological drivers of GLDAS 2.1 and MODIS reflectance (albedo), emissivity (emissivity), leaf area index (LAI), and continuous dynamic vegetation type (MODIS MCD12Q2.006 IGBP) as inputs to PML V2. The PML-V2 data were downloaded from the Central Tibetan Plateau Data Center (https://www.tpdc.ac.cn/en/, accessed on 17 July 2022). The SEBAL ET dataset (2001–2018) is based on the Surface Energy Balance Algorithm for Land, with a spatial and temporal resolution of 1 km × 1 km and daily, respectively. SEBAL is an advanced algorithm utilized to estimate the land surface ET [21]. This algorithm is grounded in the principle of energy balance, where the incoming energy (comprising solar and atmospheric radiation) to the Earth’s surface must be balanced by the sum of sensible heat flux (heat transferred to the air), latent heat flux (evaporation of water), and ground heat flux (heat transferred into the soil). The SEBAL model calculates the instantaneous \( \lambda \)ET of the satellite transit time as a residual based on the surface energy balance equation. The daily surface ET is then obtained by an upscaling algorithm. The SEBAL ET data for this study used MCD43 surface albedo, MOD11 surface temperature, MOD13 NDVI, and meteorological data (air temperature) from the Global Modeling and Assimilation Office (GMAO) as input data.

3. Methods

3.1. TSEB-SM

The TSEB model, first proposed by Norman et al. [22], is a widely used approach to simulate surface flux with various land cover types [23–25]. It is based on the energy balance principle, which can be described as follows:

\[
R_n \approx H + LE + G
\]  
\[R_{n,s} \approx H_S + LE_S + G\]  
\[R_{n,c} \approx H_C + LE_C\]  

where \( R_n \) is the net radiation (i.e., incoming radiation minus outgoing radiation), \( H \) is the sensible heat flux, \( LE \) is the latent heat flux, and \( G \) is the soil heat flux. The subscripts \( C \) and \( S \) refer to the canopy and soil, respectively. Due to some additional flux that we always neglect, such as heat advection, the symbol “\( \approx \)” is used here.

The critical process in the TSEB model is partitioning surface radiometric temperature (namely, \( T_{rad} \)) into soil and canopy temperature, which can be achieved by Equation (4):

\[
T_{rad}^4(\theta) = f_C(\theta)T_C^4 + [1 - f_C(\theta)]T_S^4
\]
where $\theta$ is the view angle, $f_s(\theta)$ is the vegetation fractional cover at the viewing angle, $T_c$ is the canopy surface temperature, and $T_s$ is the soil surface temperature.

After that, sensible heat flux of the canopy and soil can be obtained using Equations (5) and (6), respectively:

$$H_c = \frac{\rho_{\text{air}} C_p}{R_X} \frac{T_S - T_{AC}}{T_c - T_{AC}}$$

$$H_s = \frac{\rho_{\text{air}} C_p}{R_X} \frac{T_S - T_{AC}}{T_s - T_{AC}}$$

where $\rho_{\text{air}}$ is the density of the air ($\text{kg m}^{-3}$), $C_p$ is the heat capacity of the air, $T_{AC}$ is the air temperature in the canopy, $R_X$ is the boundary layer resistance of the canopy, and $R_s$ is the resistance of the boundary directly above the soil surface to heat flow.

Combining the Priestley–Taylor formula with the linearization approximation to the resistance approach, which is described in detail by Norman et al. [22], $T_c$ was estimated using the following equations:

$$T_{ci} = T_a + \frac{R_{n,c} R_{ah}}{\rho C_p} \left( 1 - \alpha_{PT} g \frac{\Delta}{\gamma} \right)$$

$$T_s = T_a + \frac{(R_{n,s} - G_0)(R_{ah} + R_s)}{\rho C_p} \left( 1 - \alpha_{f_s} \frac{\Delta}{\Delta + \gamma} \right)$$

where $T_{ci}$ is the initial vegetation temperature, $T_a$ is the air temperature, $R_{n,c}$ is the soil net radiation, $R_{ah}$ is the aerodynamic resistance of turbulent heat transfer between the reference height and measured height of the vegetation, $\alpha_{PT}$ is the Priestley–Taylor coefficient for vegetation (initially set to 1.26 [26], but when the soil moisture reaches saturation it will close to 2), $f_s$ is the fraction of green vegetation, $\Delta$ is the slope of the saturation vapor pressure–temperature curve, $\gamma$ is the psychrometric constant, $f_s$ is the soil water stress factor to express the influence of water stress on soil evaporation, and $g\text{stress}/g_a$ is the plant transpiration factor [27].

The soil surface evaporation varies with soil moisture content; a soil water stress factor ($f_{s-song}$) was introduced to the TSEB model under a wet soil surface (an irrigated area in the growing season) by Song et al. [28], while an analogical factor ($f_{s-merlin}$) under dry conditions was also introduced by Merlin et al. [29] through the soil texture information. But both of the above factors have limitations in some way; the factor $f_{s-song}$ may lead to an underestimation of soil surface temperature, since it cannot restrict the process of water loss from the soil surface adequately when the soil surface moisture is near the field’s capacity. To fill this gap, a new stress expression was added, which covers the full range of soil water content. This compensates for the limitations of $f_{s-merlin}$ and $f_{s-song}$.

$$f_{s-song} = \frac{2}{1 + (\frac{\theta}{\theta_0})^{-2}}$$

$$f_{s-merlin} = \frac{1}{2} - \frac{1}{2} \cos(\frac{\theta}{\theta_{max}})$$

$$f_s = \sqrt{f_{s-song} f_{s-merlin}}$$

where $\theta$ is the water content in the soil layer, $\theta_0$ is the soil moisture at wilting, and $\theta_{max}$ is the saturating soil moisture.

The canopy net radiation and soil net radiation can be calculated via Equations (12) and (13), respectively:

$$R_{n,c} = (1 - \tau_{\text{longwave}}) \left( L_\downarrow + \varepsilon_s T_c^4 - \varepsilon_c T_c^4 \right) + (1 - \tau_{\text{sol}})(1 - \alpha_c) S_i$$

$$R_{n,s} = \tau_{\text{longwave}} L_\downarrow + (1 - \tau_{\text{longwave}}) \varepsilon_c T_c^4 - \varepsilon_s T_s^4 + \tau_{\text{sol}}(1 - \alpha_s) S_i$$
where $\tau$ is the radiation transmission rate, $\varepsilon$ is the radiation emissivity, $\alpha$ is the albedo, the subscript $\text{longwave}$ represents solar longwave radiation, $\text{solar}$ represents solar shortwave radiation, $L_{\downarrow}$ is downward longwave radiation, and $S_{\downarrow}$ is downward shortwave radiation.

After that, based on the energy balance model, the latent heat flux of the soil and canopy can be calculated. The more details of TSEB-SM model is in Supplementary Materials.

3.2. Bowen Ratio Method

The turbulent pulsation values of the latent and sensible heat fluxes of the subsurface may be directly monitored and estimated to produce the ET of the subsurface based on the eddy covariance approach. However, there are still a lot of technical issues with the eddy covariance approach that need to be fixed, which cause inaccuracies in the observed turbulent fluxes. Eddy covariance is challenging to detect, especially at night when turbulence is weak, and the turbulence intensity directly influences energy closure, which can result in the phenomenon of energy non-closure (i.e., the sum of the sensible and latent heat fluxes is lower than the difference between the net radiation and soil heat fluxes), which understates ET. The Bowen ratio, i.e., the ratio of sensible to latent heat fluxes, was first proposed by Bowen $^{[30]}$ and is denoted by the following formula:

$$\beta = \frac{H}{LE}$$

(14)

Using the Bowen ratio approach and the energy balance equation, assuming that the observed values of net radiation and soil heat flux are accurate but that the measured values of $H$ and $LE$ are both lower than the actual values, the $LE$ can be retrieved.

$$LE = \frac{Rn - G}{1 + \beta}$$

(15)

The EC observations at four ground sites (Arou, Daman, Huazhaizi, and Sidaoqiao) from 2014 to 2020 were revised through the Bowen ratio method and then were upscaled to daily ET to examine the accuracy of the model.

3.3. Three-Cornered Hat (TCH) Method

The TCH method was first proposed by Premoli and Tavella and Tavella and Premoli $^{[31,32]}$. It is used for estimating the relative uncertainty of multiple time-series measurements, particularly when a true reference standard is not available. In this study, all 3 ET products had the same spatial resolution of 1 km $\times$ 1 km, and the TCH method was applied pixel by pixel in the Heihe River Basin to obtain the relative uncertainties.

Firstly, every ET sequence was split into two terms:

$$X_i = X_{\text{true}} + \varepsilon_i, i = 1, 2, \ldots, N$$

(16)

where $X_{\text{true}}$ represents the true value of ET, $\varepsilon_i$ is the error of the $i$th ET time series, and $N$ is the number of ET data.

Secondly, an arbitrary sequence was selected as a reference sequence, and the relative uncertainty was estimated by difference.

$$Y_{i,N} = X_i - X_N, i = 1, 2, \ldots, N - 1$$

(17)

where $Y$ is the $M \times (N - 1)$ dimensional matrix and $M$ is the number of time-series phases. The selection of the reference field does not affect the relative uncertainty, so PML-V2 ET was chosen as the reference field in this paper. The covariance matrix $S = \text{cov}(Y)$ of the matrix $Y$ can be represented by introducing a noise matrix $R$:

$$S = J \cdot R \cdot f^T$$

(18)
where

\[
J_{N-1,N} = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & \cdots & 0 & -1 \\
0 & 1 & \cdots & 0 & -1 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots \\
0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 & -1 
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(19)

By introducing the objective function and constraint based on Kuhn–Tucker theory, the underdetermined equations can be solved.

\[
G_{\{r_{1N}, r_{2N}, \ldots, r_{NN}\}} = \frac{1}{K^2} \sum_{i<j} r_{ij}^2
\]  

(20)

\[
M_{\{r_{1N}, r_{2N}, \ldots, r_{NN}\}} = -\frac{|R|}{|S|} < 0
\]  

(21)

The initial value of the iterative calculation was set as follows:

\[
\begin{cases}
\rho^0_{1N} = 0, i < N \\
\rho^0_{NN} = \frac{1}{S^T S} \cdot S^{-1} [1 \ 1 \ \cdots \ 1]^T
\end{cases}
\]  

(22)

To minimize the objective function under the constraints, \( N \) free parameters can be obtained. The \( R \) matrix can then be solved for, and the square root of its main diagonal elements is the uncertainty of each sequence:

\[
\delta_i = \sqrt{r_{ij}}
\]  

(23)

4. Results

4.1. Validation of Modeled Daily ET with Ground Observations, PML_V2 ET, and SEBAL ET

The daily simulation outputs of TSEB-SM ET, PML_V2 ET, and SEBAL ET at Arou, Daman, Huazhaizi, and Sidaoqiao were compared with ground-based observations from 2014 to 2018, as shown in Figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 depicts the scatterplot of the three ET products compared to ground-based observations, and the validation metrics are shown in Table 1. Figure 3 illustrates that the products, which are derived from three distinct models, can all represent the intra-year single-peak trend of surface ET at the four ground observation sites. This trend displays ET at its lowest point at the beginning of the year, rising gradually with warmer temperatures and more precipitation until peaking in July and August. After September, when the crops are harvested and the leaves begin to wither, ET gradually declines until it reaches its lowest point at the end of the year, when it cycles again in the following year. However, the accuracy of the three products varied over the four sites. At the Arou site, the subsurface is dominated by alpine meadows with abundant rainfall, and the surface evapotranspiration fluctuates, with a high and pronounced peak that can reach up to 6 mm/d. The TSEB-SM ET product (R^2 of 0.79, RMSE of 0.76) was able to accurately capture the peak in comparison to the other two ET products. On the other hand, both the PML-V2 ET (R^2 of 0.76, RMSE of 0.78) and SEBAL ET (R^2 of 0.22, RMSE of 0.88) products displayed some underestimation, which was more noticeable for SEBAL ET, particularly during the middle of the growing season, when it occurred more frequently. But from January to March in the beginning of the year, SEBAL ET was overestimated. Furthermore, a number of 0 values in SEBAL ET did not match the real circumstances. In general, the SEBAL ET product was not very reliable at the Arou site, where there is a lot of rainfall, while the TSEB-SM ET product matched the ground-based data better.
Figure 2. Scatterplot of TSEB-SM ET, PML-V2 ET, and SEBAL ET compared with ground observations.

Figure 3. Temporal variations in the TSEB-SM ET, PML-V2 ET, and SEBAL ET (mm/d) against the observations for Arou (a), Huazhaizi (b), Daman (c), and Sidaoqiao (d).
The Huazhaizi site is situated in a desert area with irregular rainfall and low surface evapotranspiration, peaking at 4 mm/d. While the PML-V2 ET product underestimated the surface observations in 2017, it matched the surface observations to a greater extent in 2014, 2015, and 2016, and the TSEB-SM ET product better represented the real variability in surface ET at the Huazhaizi site. In the midst of the growing season, the SEBAL ET was more noticeable and still exhibited some values of 0, continuing to be overstated from January to March. The validation metrics are listed in Table 1.

The Daman site is in a highly irrigated agriculture area with great crop growth; therefore, its surface evapotranspiration fluctuates widely during the year, peaking at roughly 8 mm/d. The trajectory of the TSEB-SM ET product was the closest to that of the site observations ($R^2$ of 0.78, RMSE of 0.57), and it also had a peak at about 8 mm/d. PML-V2 ET followed the same trend as the site measurements to some extent ($R^2$ of 0.73, RMSE of 0.62), but it peaked significantly lower, at roughly 6 mm/d. During the growing season, SEBAL ET indicated a significant underestimate ($R^2$ of 0.34, RMSE of 0.74), with peak values of barely 4 mm/d. The TSEB-SM model adequately captured the large amount of water loss from the surface of the irrigated area during the early part of the growing season, allowing for a rapid response during that time and avoiding underestimation.

The Sidiaoqiao site is located in the downstream riparian forest, and the surface ET intensity was moderate, with a peak around 6 mm/d. TSEB-SM ET, PML-V2 ET, and SEBAL ET were all underestimated to varying degrees during the growing season, with TSEB-SM ET being closest to the site observations, followed by PML-V2 ET ($R^2$ of 0.53, RMSE of 0.75), while SEBAL ET ($R^2$ of 0.05, RMSE of 0.58) showed the largest deviation from the ground-based site observations. Overall, comparing the three ET products with the ground observations, TSEB-SM ET performed the best and had the closest fit to the ground observations ($R^2$ of 0.55, RMSE of 0.73).

### 4.2. Temporal Dynamics of Annual Cumulative ET in the Study Area

Significant spatial discrepancies are highlighted in Figure 4, which depicts the regional characteristics in yearly cumulative ET in the Heihe River Basin from 2000 to 2020. There were significant variations in ET between the midstream irrigation area and the downstream Gobi Desert (up to 600 mm/year), with the annual total ET in the study region ranging from 100 to 750 mm/year. The midstream irrigated oasis zone showed the highest yearly cumulative ET, while the downstream Gobi Desert region showed the least ET. There are a great deal of summer precipitation, significant fluctuations in temperature, and rapid evaporation in the upstream watershed of the Qilian Mountains region. The midstream Hexi Corridor region experiences a drier climate than the upstream regions. Despite being in a dry and semi-arid area with little precipitation, the midstream artificial oasis region (around 40°N) has the strongest ET. The reason for this is that there are many

### Table 1. Metrics of the fit of the three ET products to the observations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>TSEB-SM</th>
<th>PML-V2</th>
<th>SEBAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arou</td>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RMSE(mm/d)</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fitted equation</td>
<td>$y = 0.91x + 0.32$</td>
<td>$y = 0.70x + 0.15$</td>
<td>$y = 0.32x + 0.32$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huazhaizi</td>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RMSE(mm/d)</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fitted equation</td>
<td>$y = 0.46x + 0.28$</td>
<td>$y = 0.49x + 0.17$</td>
<td>$y = 0.23x + 0.20$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daman</td>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RMSE(mm/d)</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fitted equation</td>
<td>$y = 0.90x + 0.07$</td>
<td>$y = 0.86x - 0.18$</td>
<td>$y = 0.28x + 0.12$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidaqiao</td>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RMSE(mm/d)</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fitted equation</td>
<td>$y = 0.42x + 0.39$</td>
<td>$y = 0.21x + 0.13$</td>
<td>$y = 0.07x + 0.21$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
irrigated agricultural regions that are supplied with water from reservoirs in the Qilian Mountains, and these dry climatic circumstances lead to an intense need for atmospheric evaporation. All of the downstream areas are covered by the Gobi Desert except for a small amount of oasis existing along the Heihe River, and the downstream area has low precipitation and strong evaporation, so ET is mainly provided by soil evaporation, but the ET here is the lowest in the study area. The interannual fluctuations in ET in the Heihe River Basin from 2000 to 2020 were not very significant, with little year-to-year variation. In addition to the relatively stable climate and precipitation in the study area, it is also inseparable from the active water management initiatives undertaken by the local government. In May 2000, in response to ecological problems such as the drying up of rivers and lakes, death of forests, and rampant sandstorms in the Heihe River Basin, the government departments concerned carried out water dispatching work for the main stream of the Heihe River to reasonably manage water usage along the Heihe River Basin, thus reducing the occurrence of cutoffs. In September 2001, a severe drought was experienced in the midstream region, but the impact of this drought on the midstream region was reduced by a reasonable allocation of water.

5. Discussion

5.1. Relative Uncertainty from TCH

Figure 5 illustrates the pixel-by-pixel relative uncertainty and statistical histograms of the TSEB-SM, PML-V2, and SEBAL ET products in the Heihe River Basin. Overall, the TSEB-SM and PML-V2 products have substantially smaller relative uncertainty than SEBAL ET. From the statistical histograms, it appears that most of the relative uncertainty values for TSEB-SM ET are distributed between 50 and 70%, those for PML-V2 ET are mainly in the range of 70–90%, and those for SEBAL ET are in the range of 60–70% in the upstream portion of the region, with most of the rest exceeding 200%. The high relative uncertainty values of TSEB-SM ET are mostly distributed in the downstream arid Gobi area and a few grassland areas in the upstream and midstream. Most of the high relative uncertainty values of PML-V2 ET are distributed in the downstream Gobi Desert region, with some being distributed in the midstream irrigation regions and upstream alpine meadow region. The high relative uncertainty values for SEBAL ET are also predominantly distributed in the downstream and midstream regions. This is similar to the results of the previous (Section 4.1) comparison with the ground station observations, where all three products were underestimated in the downstream, resulting in high relative uncertainties.
It is worth noting that TSEB-SM ET has lower relative uncertainty in the midstream irrigation region compared to the upstream alpine meadow region. This is primarily due to the input of soil moisture into the TSEB-SM model, which monitors the large amount of water depletion in the yield of the early crop-growing season and, thus, simulates surface evapotranspiration with greater accuracy. Also, the relative uncertainties of all three products are lower in the upstream of the Heihe River Basin, which is mainly due to the fact that the upstream is primarily alpine meadows with abundant rainfall, and for both TSEB-SM ET and PML-V2 ET based on the energy balance and PML-V2 ET based on the P-M equations of the physical model, a better simulation of surface evapotranspiration can be carried out. Generally, TSEB-SM ET outperformed PML-V2 ET and SEBAL ET in arid and semi-arid regions at the watershed scale.

**Figure 5.** The spatial distributions of the relative uncertainties of the 3 ET products over the Heihe River Basin.

5.2. Temporal Dynamics of Annual Cumulative ET in the Study Area Based TSEB-SM, PML_V2, and SEBAL

The spatial distribution of the annual cumulative ET of TSEB-SM (2001–2018) was compared with that of PML-V2 (2001–2018) and SEBAL (2001–2018) over the whole of the Heihe River Basin (Figure 6). Although these three satellite-based ET products show generally similar spatial patterns across the Heihe River Basin, regions of divergence can also be seen, particularly in the upstream and midstream parts of the catchment. The TSEB-SM products provided annual ET in the range of 400–700 mm/year in the alpine meadows in the upstream area, while PML-V2 and SEBAL provided a much lower range of 300–500 mm/year. The TSEB-SM and PML-V2 products provided annual ET ranges in the artificial “oasis” irrigation region of 500–700 mm/year and 400–600 mm/year, respectively, which are quite close to the ground-based estimate (range 500–650 mm/year) (Figures 3 and 4). In contrast, SEBAL provided lower annual ET values of 300–500 mm/year in this area.
The variation in the annual ET in the Heihe River Basin is mainly driven by changing precipitation in the up- and midstream areas, as well as by the impacts of changing irrigation regimes in the midstream. The measured precipitation in the upstream areas showed an increasing trend over the years 2001–2018, and this resulted in an increase in annual ET, which was captured by the TSEB-SM and PML-V2 ET products. In contrast, the SEBAL ET
product showed an insignificant change from 2001 to 2018 (except for the wrong value in the downstream).

The comparison of the three ET products for seasonal trends in ET and the inter-comparison of spatial patterns of ET across the Heihe Basin suggest that the water balance in the well-watered agricultural and grassland areas is more accurately captured by the TSEB-SM model than by the other two satellite-based ET products (Figure 7). The improvements shown by the TSEB-SM model in this catchment are due to the way in which it not only correctly captures the large water loss from the land surface in the early growing season, which is often missed by traditional stomatal conductance or process-based models, but also addresses the underestimation of ET in the peak growing season shown by other satellite-based ET products [33,34]. The underestimation of ET in the peak plant growing season appears to be mainly due to the simplified parametrization of canopy stomatal conductance [11,35].

![Figure 7](image_url)

**Figure 7.** The annual ET of three products and observations from 2014 to 2018 at the Arou and Daman sites.

5.3. Limitations in Modeling ET under Sparse Vegetation Cover Conditions

The generated daily ET data produced by TSEB-SM showed good agreement with the ground measurements at the grassland and cropland sites with relatively homogeneous surface conditions, but TSEB-SM did not generate fully reliable estimates of ET over sparse vegetation cover conditions, where the modeled daily ET did not capture intermittent high values in rainy days at the Huazhaizi site and peak values that occurred during the middle of the growing season at the Sidaqiaoqiao site. The TSEB-SM model yielded better performance at these dry surface sites when using more accurate surface soil moisture data such as ground measurements or SMAP retrievals as model inputs [36,37]. This indicates that the deficiencies in the TSEB-SM product reported here are primarily due to the satellite soil moisture data input to the model.

The model inputs of soil moisture (2003–2019) were derived by downscaling the microwave soil moisture products of AMSR-E and AMSR-2 (which have an extremely coarse spatial resolution of 36 km) down to 1 km using the MODIS reflectance and LST data. The rapid increases in soil moisture introduced by rainfall events were not captured by the microwave observations in the region of interest. This is because rainfall is not necessarily region-wide in these areas, so rain-covered areas are likely to be of a different scale when compared to the coarse-resolution microwave soil moisture products driving the downscaling. Underestimates in the downscaled soil moisture contributed to the underestimation of daily ET at the high points when the rainfall events occurred at the Huazhaizi site. In addition, in the coarse microwave satellite pixel where the Sidaqiaoqiao site is located, the flux tower was installed in a shrubland area surrounded by sparse woodland and very dry bare soil as land cover. These dry surfaces result in lower soil moisture values de-
rived by AMSR-E and AMSR-2 when compared with the value derived from a SMAP pixel that mostly consists of vegetation-covered land cover around the flux tower. As a result of spatial mismatching, the downscaled soil moisture data used in this study were lower than those downscaled from SMAP soil moisture products. For the purposes of this long-duration study, the only soil moisture products available for 2000–2020 were the AMSR-E and AMSR-2 microwave products.

6. Conclusions

In this study, TSEB-SM and a temporal upscaling method were used to produce spatiotemporally continuous daily ET data with a spatial resolution of 1 km across the Heihe River Basin for a lengthy time period from 2000 to 2020, combined with ground-based observations and other ET products for comparison and validation. The results were as follows:

1. The performance of the three ET products varied at different stations in the Heihe River Basin (in the order of TSEB-SM, PML-V2, and SEBAL ET). At Arou station, the $R^2$ of the three products was 0.79, 0.76 and 0.22, respectively, with RMSE of 0.76 mm/d, 0.78 mm/d, and 0.88 mm/d, respectively. At Daman station, the $R^2$ values were 0.78, 0.73, and 0.34, respectively, and the RMSE values were 0.57 mm/d, 0.62 mm/d, and 0.74 mm/d, respectively.

2. According to our findings, there are significant spatial differences in ET in the Heihe River Basin, with the annual total ET in the study region ranging from 100 to 750 mm/year. The midstream irrigated oasis zone showed the largest yearly cumulative ET (about 700 mm/year), while the downstream Gobi Desert region showed the least ET (about 100 mm/year).

3. From the results of the TCH analysis, the TSEB-SM and PML-V2 ET models showed substantially smaller relative uncertainty than the SEBAL ET model. Most of the relative uncertainty values for TSEB-SM ET were distributed between 50 and 70%, those for PML-V2 ET were mainly in the range of 70–90%, and those for SEBAL ET ranged from 60 to 70% and were predominantly distributed in the upstream. Generally, TSEB-SM ET outperformed PML-V2 ET and SEBAL ET in arid and semi-arid regions at the watershed scale.
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